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Welcome

It gives me great pleasure to introduce FTI Consulting’s 
Economic & Financial Consulting practice in South Africa. 

Established in the US in 1982, FTI has grown into a global business advisory company of more than 
4,700 staff  in 29 countries with expertise in fi ve areas: economic and fi nancial consulting; forensic and 
litigation consulting; corporate fi nance; strategic communications; and technology.

We have seen a signifi cant increase in the volume of our work emanating from Africa in recent years. In 
response to this increasing demand, we established an economic and fi nancial consulting practice in 
South Africa in 2015, alongside our existing Strategic Communications team, in order to better serve our 
growing number of clients on the continent. FTI Consulting in South Africa further expanded in 2017 with 
the launch of our forensics and investigations practice. Across all areas of our work, we off er clients a 
responsive approach, which both draws on our international expertise and is tailored to local needs.

We provide our clients with clear analysis of complex economic and fi nancial issues. This brochure 
introduces our expertise in regulatory economics, competition and antitrust, public policy and 
commercial strategy. We also outline our skills and experience in valuation and fi nancial analysis 
in a wide range of contentious and non-contentious contexts, for example, assessing damages in 
commercial disputes and providing expert witness testimony. 

Our team has extensive experience in a wide range of industry sectors, including energy, 
telecommunications and media, mining and metals, healthcare, infrastructure and transport. 
In all areas of our work, we apply extremely high levels of rigour, accuracy and professionalism, 
and emphasise the importance of clear communication and responsiveness to client needs.

FTI is committed to building and maintaining a strong culture of diversity and inclusion in all 
our teams and our South African business currently holds a Level 2 B-BBEE rating.

If you would like to discuss how we might assist you, or have any questions about our practice, 
please do not hesitate to contact me.

John lisle
Managing Director
Economic & Financial Consulting South Africa
john.lisle@fticonsulting.com

John lisle



Our aim is to bring the unparalleled 
depth and breadth of our expertise 
to serve our clients in South Africa 
and across the continent.
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Our team of economists, accountants and finance experts draw on a core set 
of skills to analyse issues and provide advice to clients. Applying the theory and 
principles of micro-economics and finance, we perform many different types 
of economic and financial analysis, always approaching problems in a highly 
logical, structured and practical way. We have extensive modelling experience, 
designing and building economic and financial models for a wide range of uses 
and contexts. Our team of specialist econometricians also offers robust and 
relevant econometric and statistical analysis.

ECONOMIC REgulatION

The FTI Consulting team has deep and 
broad experience in regulated sectors, such 
as energy, telecommunications, transport, 
water and healthcare. We have advised 
clients on regulation issues in countries 
across Europe, the Middle East and Africa.

COMpEtItION

Our experts in competition economics 
address a range of antitrust issues, 
including defining relevant markets, 
assessing the ease and likelihood of entry, 
performing complex merger simulations, 
evaluating merger-related efficiencies,  
and estimating damages.

ValuatION

FTI Consulting provides independent 
valuations of businesses, shareholdings, 
intellectual property, securities and  
other assets.

DIsputEs: lItIgatION aND 
INtERNatIONal aRbItRatION

We regularly present oral and written  
expert evidence on valuation issues and  
the quantification of economic losses 
before courts and tribunals worldwide in  
a wide range of different types of dispute.

INVEstMENt appRaIsal aND 
COMMERCIal ValuatION

We provide valuation services for 
commercial, reporting and regulatory 
purposes, for example, in the context of 
licensing, investment appraisal, fiscal 
valuation and transfer pricing. 

publIC pOlICy

We advise government departments, 
agencies and private sector clients on the 
effect of proposed or actual policies on 
companies, industry sectors, the population 
or the economy as a whole.

COMMERCIal stRatEgy

Our experts apply economic theory in a 
highly practical way to offer economic 
insights to companies on issues such 
as pricing, investment, divestment, 
restructuring and efficiency.
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Economic & Financial
Consulting 

We apply these skills and techniques to provide advice and support to clients in a range of different contexts:
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Economic regulation

FTI Consulting has extensive experience across all the industry sectors subject 
to economic regulation, including energy, telecommunications, transport, 
water and healthcare. Our team of economists, econometricians and regulatory 
accountants has delivered regulatory solutions in these sectors across Europe, 
the Middle East and Africa.  

Our clients include regulators, regulated companies, governments, new market entrants and users of regulated services, as well as those 
providing finance to regulated businesses. We have also been engaged to provide expert witness reports on regulatory topics to courts, 
tribunals and competition authorities. We advise on a wide range of regulatory issues, including:

price controls: In interactions between 
the regulator and regulated company, the 
aims of enhancing shareholder value and 
ensuring value to customers have often 
been seen as conflicting. FTI Consulting has 
been at the heart of developing innovative 
new approaches to price control design, 
in which incentives are better aligned and 
risks shared more appropriately between 
customers and shareholders.

Regulatory framework and tariff 
design: Our team advises boards, 
regulators and investors on strategic 
regulatory choices. We work with clients 
to propose and assess options in a variety 
of contexts, including appropriate design 
and calculation of access prices, charges 
and tariffs, how best to align incentives with 
regulatory objectives, and how to influence 

regulatory decision-making. We also 
support clients in determining strategic 
responses to regulatory decisions.

Regulatory accounting and cost 
modelling: We provide advice to 
companies and regulators on the design, 
implementation and review of regulatory 
accounting guidelines and associated 
issues. We are also engaged to undertake 
reviews of regulatory accounting 
methodologies, inputs and results, and 
have advised on techniques to optimise 
regulatory reporting processes and help 
companies to submit robustly derived 
financial information. 

Efficiency analysis and benchmarking: 
FTI Consulting brings academic rigour and 
cross-sector experience to clients seeking 
to understand the scope for efficiency 

savings, both as a means to increase 
competitiveness and as a critical input to 
price control determinations. Our technical 
experts help clients to produce cost 
efficiency estimates that are transparent 
and robust to challenge. 

Cost of capital: Our accountants and 
economists regularly advise on the 
calculation of the weighted average cost 
of capital (WACC) allowed for regulated 
activities. They have experience of the 
practical application of theoretical  
concepts in real world scenarios, and  
a deep understanding of the challenges 
that arise in estimating the cost of  
capital in unpredictable economic  
and financial conditions.
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CASE STUDY
gas

In the context of a challenge by a group 
of large gas users to the National Energy 
Regulator of South Africa’s (NERSA)  
approval of Sasol Gas’s charges, experts 
from FTI Consulting and its subsidiary 
Compass Lexecon were retained by 
Sasol Gas. We provided independent 
expert evidence on NERSA’s approved 
methodologies for setting maximum 
gas prices, the gas trading margin 
and gas transmission tariff s and 
their application by Sasol Gas. We 
also prepared expert reports on the 
appropriateness of the methodologies 
and their application in South Africa, 
which were submitted in support of 
Sasol Gas’s evidence to the High Court.

CASE STUDY
tElECOMs

FTI Consulting was engaged by a 
global mobile telecommunications 
company with operations across 
Europe, the Middle East and Africa. We 
advised the operator on its response 
to key regulatory reviews, particularly 
on issues relating to the theoretical 
barriers to entry framework issued 
by the Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development 
(OECD). We evaluated the economic 
advantages enjoyed by incumbent fi xed 
line operators in the context of our 
client’s strategy to compete in fi xed line 
broadband markets. We also developed 
fi nancial models to measure investor 
returns and estimated the value of 
incumbency advantages.

CASE STUDY
ElECtRICIty

FTI Consulting provided economic 
advice to the Authority for Electricity 
Regulation (AER) in Oman during a 
price control review of the fi ve regional 
electricity distribution and supply 
businesses. One of AER’s key objectives 
was to set separate price controls for 
the distribution and supply businesses 
of each company. Our experts assessed 
the reasonableness of the companies’ 
cost projections and estimated their 
relative effi  ciency, using detailed analysis 
of historical trends in costs. We also 
helped AER to provide guidance on how 
costs should be allocated to processes 
on a consistent basis. We were 
subsequently engaged by AER to assist 
with the electricity transmission price 
control review.



We have been retained on matters in numerous jurisdictions, including South Africa, Canada, the United Kingdom, the United States, the 
European Union, Australia and New Zealand, and across a wide range of industries, including energy, financial services, healthcare, oil and 
gas, transport and telecommunications. We regularly assist both defendants and plaintiffs, using a combination of industrial organisation 
theory and sophisticated economic and econometric analyses to analyse the full range of antitrust issues, including:

abuse of dominance: Compass Lexecon 
experts have advised in a large number of 
abuse of dominance cases, ranging from 
predation, excessive pricing and margin 
squeeze to tying and bundling and refusals 
to deal.

Mergers and acquisitions: We provide 
economic analysis of transactions to  
internal and external legal advisors,  
in-house economists and banking teams. 
Our contribution ranges from market 
definition to the design of remedies, and 
includes the assessment of competitive 
effects and the analysis of efficiencies.

Horizontal agreements: We analyse 
the effects of alleged cartels and other 
horizontal agreements. In these matters, 
we often undertake econometric analyses 

to assess the existence and impact of 
alleged agreements.

Vertical agreements: Compass Lexecon 
experts have participated in a number of 
cases involving vertical agreements. In 
particular, we provide economic analysis 
and advice on the definition of relevant 
markets, the assessment of the potential 
anti-competitive effects of certain restrictive 
clauses (such as resale price maintenance 
and exclusive dealing) and the assessment 
of the cost and demand efficiencies arising 
from those arrangements.

Competition damages: An integral 
part of our role in many cases involves 
the estimation of lost profits or damages 
from elevated prices, output restrictions 
and other market distortions. We use 

our extensive modelling experience to 
compare what actually happened with a 
counter-factual scenario of what would 
have happened in the absence of the anti-
competitive behaviour.

sector inquiries: Compass Lexecon 
and FTI Consulting have wide-ranging 
experience in assisting competition 
authorities with market or sector inquiries  
or advising interested private parties  
in responding to these inquiries.  
We have advised on inquiries carried  
out by both national and regional 
competition authorities in a range of 
industries, including financial services, 
energy, healthcare, building materials and 
consumer retail.
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Competition 

Competition policy is a key area of expertise for FTI Consulting’s subsidiary 
Compass Lexecon. We have provided expert advice and testimony in hundreds of 
complex competition matters and have assisted clients with many of the highest-
profile antitrust actions of the last 30 years.

COMpEtItION ECONOMICs

Firm of the Year 2015 and 2016 
Expert of the Year 2015 and 2016



CASE STUDY
abusE OF DOMINaNCE

Compass Lexecon and FTI 
Consulting provided advice to Sasol 
Chemicals following the Competition 
Commission’s allegations that Sasol 
had priced propylene and polypropylene 
excessively in its domestic market. 
We prepared expert reports that set 
out our independent assessment of 
whether prices were likely to have been 
excessive. Our experts testifi ed in front 
of the Competition Tribunal of South 
Africa. Our evidence was accepted 
by the Competition Appeals Court and 
was instrumental in the Court’s decision 
to overturn the original decision to 
fi ne Sasol.

CASE STUDY
MaRKEt INQuIRy

Compass Lexecon and FTI Consulting 
were retained by Netcare, the largest 
private hospital network in South Africa, 
to provide advice in the context of the 
Competition Commission’s market 
inquiry into the private healthcare 
sector. We provided evidence to the 
inquiry regarding geographic market 
defi nition and market concentration; 
the relationship between price and 
concentration across local areas in South 
Africa; and the relative bargaining position 
of Netcare and healthcare funders. We 
also performed a detailed profi tability 
analysis across a large number of 
scenarios based on diff erent approaches 
to asset valuation, cost allocation and 
working capital assumptions.

CASE STUDY
MERgER

Compass Lexecon provided economic 
advice on the merger between Glencore 
and Xstrata to numerous competition 
authorities, including the South African 
Competition Commission. Our experts 
used industrial organisation tools and 
econometrics to analyse competition 
in the commodities industry and the 
potential competitive eff ects of the 
merger. A key issue was the geographic 
market delineation for zinc and we 
tested for co-movement in prices in 
diff erent regions. We also assessed 
the impact of the merger by analysing 
the eff ect of imports on European 
zinc prices, concentration under 
cross-ownership, critical loss and the 
Generalised Upward Pricing Pressure 
Index (GUPPI).
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The FTI team are bright, thoughtful 
and hardworking but, perhaps most 
importantly, it’s a real pleasure working 
with them – they are superb at 
de-cluttering complex issues and readily 
enabling my team and me to do what 
we need to do effi  ciently and eff ectively.
PARTNER, LAW FIRM
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businesses: The valuation of all or 
parts of businesses is central to much 
of the work undertaken by our practice. 
These engagements vary considerably in 
complexity from the valuation of a well-
established business operating in a mature 
industry sector on the one hand, to a new 
high technology company launching into 
an emerging market on the other. On all 
assignments we tailor our approach to reflect 
the specific features of the business and 
purpose for which the valuation is required.

shareholdings: We have extensive 
experience of valuing stakes in unlisted 
entities for which no market price is readily 
observable. The team has particular 
experience with the valuation of minority 

stakes where it is critical to understand 
the position, rights and obligations of 
the individual stakeholders and any 
agreements that may be in place between 
them, as well as the context in which the 
valuation is to take place.

securities: We provide independent 
valuations of financial products, with 
a particular emphasis on complex 
transactions and illiquid securities and 
derivatives. We undertake valuations in a 
wide range of contexts, including mergers 
and acquisitions, bankruptcy, portfolio 
liquidations, transaction unwinds and 
disputes, as well as for financial reporting 
and tax purposes. Our expertise is frequently 
sought in situations where there are 

allegations of mis-selling or questions of 
suitability. We also provide advice on hedging 
and can assist clients with the development 
and validation of valuation models. 

Intellectual property: Intellectual property 
rights, contractual rights and intangible 
assets are often significant sources of 
value, which are scrutinised in commercial, 
regulatory, taxation and contentious 
contexts. We advise on valuation, damages 
and licensing in respect of, among others: 
patents and know-how; trade marks and 
brands; copyright and creative content; 
software; database rights and customer lists; 
design rights; and confidential information.
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Valuation

FTI Consulting provides robust, independent valuation opinions, informed by the 
disciplined application of economic and financial frameworks. Drawing on our 
extensive experience, we gauge the appropriate valuation method to deploy in 
the specific context, taking into account all the relevant factors, such as accepted 
or preferred valuation approaches and practices, contractual or statutory 
frameworks and case law precedent.

We provide valuations both in situations where market and financial information is plentiful, and when it is scarce or hard to interpret, and 
have particular expertise in ‘hard to value’ assets. In both contentious and non-contentious situations, we help identify and understand the 
value of the following:



Questions of accountancy, economics, finance or valuation often arise in the resolution 
of commercial disputes. The number and scale of such disputes is growing, and so too is 
the complexity of associated evidential, valuation and damages issues. More than ever, 
providing objective, robust analysis and clear communication to courts and tribunals is 
essential for a successful outcome.

We work closely with clients, their legal advisors, witnesses of fact and experts in other 
technical disciplines to provide reliable, coherent and independent testimony in commercial 
litigation, as well as commercial and investment treaty arbitrations. Our experts also assist 
in settlement negotiations and have been appointed to make expert determinations. We 
know that clear communication to the parties, courts and tribunals is crucial, with the 
relevant issues carefully framed and explained. 

Our team provides support throughout the dispute resolution process: providing an initial 
view on the potential value of damages claims and associated issues; preparing detailed 
assessments and expert reports; performing critiques of other expert reports; providing 
oral testimony at hearings; and assisting with post-hearing activities. We also help clients 
with disclosure and document identification for document requests.
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Disputes: litigation 
and international arbitration

FTI Consulting has unparalleled expertise in providing expert evidence on 
valuation issues and the quantification of economic losses in disputes, litigations 
and arbitrations. We regularly provide oral and written expert evidence before 
courts and tribunals worldwide, including DIAC, ICC, ICSID, LCIA and SIAC 
tribunals. In South Africa, we have submitted evidence before the High Court, 
Competition Commission, Competition Tribunal, Competition Appeal Court and 
the Constitutional Court.

Our experience covers a wide 
range of different types of 
dispute including: 

•	 Post-acquisition disputes

•	 Shareholder disputes

•	 Construction claims

•	 Insurance claims

•	 Expropriation claims

•	 Negligence claims

•	 Procurement disputes 

•	 Competition damages claims

•	 Loss of profits claims

•	 Wasted cost claims

•	 Matrimonial disputes

aRbItRatION EXpERt

Firm of the Year 2015 and 2016



CASE STUDY
lOss OF pROFIts

We were appointed by an African 
government to provide independent 
expert testimony following the allegedly 
wrongful cancellation of a mining 
licence. The multi-disciplinary FTI team 
included economic, accounting, fi nancial, 
construction and mining experts. We 
responded to a quantifi cation of alleged 
losses of more than $1bn, reviewed the 
economics of the underlying contract, 
assessed the claimant’s fi nancing 
arrangements, and quantifi ed the mine 
operator’s capital expenditure. Our work 
informed the government’s submissions 
on the merits of the case, as well as 
the quantum of damages. The case 
was administered by the International 
Chamber of Commerce (ICC) and 
settled before the hearing.

CASE STUDY
sHaREHOlDER DIsputE

FTI advised on valuation issues in a 
dispute over the consequences of 
a minority shareholder in a telecom 
operator in West Africa having been 
denied an opportunity to acquire a 
majority shareholding. The claimant 
alleged that, had it acquired the 
business, it would have run it more 
eff ectively than the actual acquirer 
and thereby created signifi cant value 
over and above the actual value 
of the business. We assessed the 
evidence of the claimant’s superior 
management skills and how the 
fi nancial consequences of this superior 
management had been calculated, and 
estimated the proportion of any value 
created that would have accrued 
to the claimant.

CASE STUDY
COMpEtItION DaMagEs

Following fi ndings by the Competition 
Tribunal and Competition Appeal 
Court that SAA’s travel agent incentive 
scheme constituted an abuse of its 
dominant position, we were appointed 
by rival airline Comair to provide expert 
evidence on the quantum of damages 
Comair had suff ered as a result. We 
provided written and oral evidence in the 
High Court on each component of the 
damages calculation, including how the 
market share of SAA and Comair may 
have evolved but for SAA’s agreements 
with travel agents, the additional 
revenues that would have accrued to 
Comair, and the incremental costs it 
would have incurred.
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Investment appraisal  
and commercial valuation

FTI Consulting provides valuation services to clients and their advisors 
for commercial, reporting and regulatory purposes across a wide range of 
industries and geographies. We understand that this information will be a key 
input to crucial decisions and submissions and we apply the highest levels of 
independence and rigour to our analysis.

Examples of the circumstances in which we provide valuation advice in a non-contentious context include:

transactions: Our team has extensive 
experience of undertaking valuations in a 
transactions context across the full range 
of assets types, including businesses, 
shareholdings and intellectual property 
rights. We have particular expertise in valuing 
companies whose value depends on their 
underlying intangible assets. We provide 
independent opinions in the contexts of 
fundraising and due diligence processes, 
as well as frequently providing advice to 
potential vendors on the likely value of 
those assets or rights which they may be 
contemplating selling.

licensing: Licensing intellectual property 
rights can provide economic benefits to both 
the licensor and licensee. We advise parties 
in negotiations on royalty rates, licence 
structures and negotiating considerations, 
taking into account the rights and obligations 
of the parties to the licence. We base our 
advice on the specific circumstances and 
terms of the licence, detailed economic  
and financial analysis, as well as industry 

norms and practices where appropriate.  
We advise clients both in the context of 
cross-border licensing between entities 
within the same corporate structure, which 
can have significant tax implications, and 
when organisations are considering licensing 
arrangements with third parties.

security reviews, restructuring and 
insolvency processes: When companies 
are experiencing financial distress, it can be 
critical for shareholders, management and 
lenders to understand the value of assets 
over which the company has rights. We 
work with stakeholders to identify and value 
businesses and assets, including intellectual 
property rights. We perform similar work in 
the context of restructuring exercises (where 
the valuation of entities within a group can 
have tax implications) and security reviews.

Investment appraisals: We review 
business plans, projections and models, 
and undertake the valuation of businesses, 
including new technologies and brand 
extensions. We also provide advice to 

companies on their own investment 
appraisal methodologies, for example, 
identifying appropriate methods for 
determining discount rates in discounted 
cash flow analysis of potential investments.

Fiscal valuations and transfer pricing: 
We provide valuations of investments and 
intangible assets, and advise on the pricing 
of services for fiscal purposes under national 
legislation, as well as the OECD transfer 
pricing guidelines. We provide advice on 
transfers between related parties, for 
example, in situations in which a board or 
trustee requires independent advice, or 
an investigation is being undertaken into 
whether assets may have been transferred 
at undervalue.

Financial reporting: We value 
investments and intangible assets under 
local and International Financial Reporting 
Standards. For example, we perform 
purchase price allocations of acquired 
goodwill and value assets that are held at 
market value in accounts.
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CASE STUDY
tRaNsaCtION

We were commissioned by a Dubai-
based client to undertake valuation 
analysis in connection with the 
proposed acquisition of a minority 
stake in a Southern African airline. To 
help our client decide how much to pay 
for the stake, we estimated the eff ect 
of proposed market liberalisation on 
the profi tability, and therefore value, of 
the airline. This included assessing the 
probability of the air transport sector 
being liberalised and its potential impact 
on factors such as GDP and air traffi  c 
growth, competition and tariff s. We then 
conducted probability-based analysis 
(Monte Carlo simulation) to assess the 
expected value of the investment. 

CASE STUDY
lICENsINg

FTI Consulting provided advice to 
a television broadcaster during its 
negotiations in respect of rights held by 
directors. The rights related to usage 
of ‘repeat’ content on television and 
the sale of content to third parties and 
to consumers on DVD or other media. 
We developed a framework to assess 
the value of the rights licensed. Among 
other issues, this framework considered 
the relative value of repeat television 
content and fi rst-run content, and the 
proportion of the value of this content 
that should be ascribed to the work 
of directors.

CASE STUDY
FIsCal ValuatION aND 
tRaNsFER pRICINg 

FTI Consulting was retained by a large 
international engineering business to 
value certain intangible assets relating 
to mining equipment, such as trade 
marks, patents and contractual rights, 
including exclusivity rights in Africa. 
The valuation was required following 
a challenge from HMRC (the UK tax 
authority) about the value that should be 
attributed to the intangible assets, with 
consequent implications for corporation 
tax. We performed an independent 
valuation of the intangible assets, 
including consideration of South African 
transfer pricing rules, and participated 
in discussions about the valuation with 
HMRC valuation specialists. 
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Public policy 

 
Commercial strategy

Clear objectives, a sound evidence base and rigorous assessment of potential 
implications are the foundations of best practice policy-making. 

FTI Consulting advises companies and other organisations facing a wide range of 
strategic challenges. We guide clients through the strategy development process, 
structuring problems, evaluating solution options and undertaking analysis and 
modelling to inform decision-making.

We work with both government and stakeholders to use economic analysis to inform and improve policy-making, and to avoid unintended 
consequences. Our public policy work focuses on the following three areas:

scenario development: While it may 
be possible to predict the direction of 
anticipated effects of a particular policy, 
it is often very difficult to forecast the 
exact impact. We work with policy-makers 
and stakeholders to agree on a range of 
possible scenarios that are then used as a 
basis for further analysis. 

Cost-benefit analysis: Very few interventions 
will have only beneficial effects and policy 
making almost always involves assessing 
trade-offs between costs and benefits. 
We use economic and financial analysis to 
provide an evidence base for these decisions, 
estimating both the quantity of costs and 
benefits and the distribution of those costs 
and benefits across different groups. 

Impact assessment: We have extensive 
experience of undertaking both qualitative 
and quantitative impact assessment in 
a range of policy areas, including health, 
energy and telecommunications. We also 
work with companies and other affected 
parties to analyse and articulate the  
effect of particular policies on their 
business or stakeholders.

Examples of the types of work we do in this area include:

pricing analysis: We advise clients 
making pricing decisions, using economic 
theory and financial modelling to estimate 
the implications of different pricing and 
charging models under different scenarios.

Contract design: We help companies and 
other organisations in contract negotiations 
to design optimal incentive structures, 
which align financial rewards with desired 
outcomes and allocate risk appropriately.

business plan development: Our analysis 
feeds into the business planning process 
and helps companies to ensure that their 
business plans are robust, realistic and built 
on evidence-based assumptions.
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CASE STUDY
IMpaCt assEssMENt

Following a tender process by the South 
African Social Security Agency for the 
supply of a social security payment 
system, the award of the tender was 
declared invalid. We provided written 
evidence on a bidder’s revenues, costs 
and profi tability to a Constitutional 
Court hearing to determine a just and 
equitable remedy following the invalid 
award. Our assessment included the 
valuation of project specifi c assets and 
the impact of the contract award on 
the profi tability of the bidders’ other 
activities. Our report also considered 
whether the terms of the contract 
represented value for money to the 
South African Government. 

CASE STUDY
CONtRaCt DEsIgN

We advised a number of healthcare 
funders in the UK on the redesign 
of contracts for diabetes care, to 
address issues with the existing 
reimbursement mechanism, which did 
not reward investment in prevention 
and discouraged coordination between 
healthcare professionals. We designed 
new contract structures to incentivise 
early investment in helping people with 
diabetes to manage their condition, 
encourage integration of diff erent 
healthcare services and prevent the 
development of dangerous, and costly, 
complications later on. We 
also undertook cost modelling of 
existing services in order to inform 
price negotiations.

CASE STUDY
pRICINg aNalysIs

FTI Consulting worked with a coal 
producer in South Africa to provide 
economic and fi nancial analysis and 
advice during price renegotiations on a 
long-term coal supply agreement. We 
assisted the client in developing evidence 
on the extent of hardship being suff ered 
under the existing pricing arrangements, 
how individual categories of costs had 
evolved over time, the extent to which 
the indexation arrangements in the 
original contract had failed to match 
trends in actual costs, and the impact on 
the company’s revenues of changes to 
infl ation index methodologies.



Recognised as a leading  
Expert Witness practice

The International Who’s Who of Commercial Arbitration Expert Witnesses 
(Who’s Who Legal) recognises that FTI Consulting leads the field in this area. Our 
expert witnesses included in their list have grown to 49*, covering Europe, North 
America, South America and the Asia Pacific region.
In the 2017 edition of Who’s Who Legal’s analysis, FTI Consulting is recognised as having a significantly greater number of experts than 
any of the Big Four accountancy firms listed or any other firm. FTI Consulting’s recognition also includes five professionals named as 
Global Arbitration Review’s Most Highly Regarded Individuals in their 2017 survey of arbitrators, counsel and other expert witnesses. 
Based on Global Arbitration Review’s Expert Witness Analysis, FTI Consulting has 10 experts who’ve appeared every year in the last 5 
years. A further 8 experts from Compass Lexecon have also appeared every year in the the last 5 years.

* 49 including 20 from Compass Lexecon, a wholly owned subsidiary.
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47 of the global 100 
corporations are clients

About 
FtI Consulting 

FTI Consulting offices

*Total shares outstanding multiplied by the closing share price as of December 31, 2016.

Advisor to 97 of  
the world’s top 100 
law firms

Founded in 1982  
and $1.9blN equity 
market capitalisation*

With over 4,700 
employees and offices in  
29 countries on six 
continents, our breadth 
and depth extends across 
every major social,  
political and economic 
hub around the globe

Trusted advisors  
serving clients globally  
with diverse expertise  
and exceptional 
credentials including 
accountants, economists, 
engineers, former CFOs 
and strategists

Expertise across a range of industries:
Real estate; energy; power and products; financial 
institutions & insurance; healthcare; life science;  
retail & consumer, and telecommunications,  
media and technology

56 of the global 100 
corporations are clients

We combine unparalleled 
expertise and industry 
knowledge to address 
critical challenges  
for clients

Advisor to the
world’s top 10 bank
holding companies

We are a global advisory 
firm that provides multi- 
disciplinary solutions  
to complex challenges 
and opportunities
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John Lisle 
Managing Director 
+27 (0) 82 776 2888
john.lisle@fticonsulting.com

Victoria Barr 
Senior Director 
+27 (0) 82 309 0788 
victoria.barr@fticonsulting.com

Our offices: 

125 Buitengracht Street, Cape Town 8001

Lumley House, 177 Jan Smuts Avenue, Parktown North, Johannesburg 2196

About FTI Consulting
FTI Consulting is an independent global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organisations manage change, 
mitigate risk and resolve disputes: financial, legal, operational, political & regulatory, reputational and transactional. 
FTI Consulting professionals, located in all major business centres throughout the world, work closely with clients to 
anticipate, illuminate and overcome complex business challenges and opportunities.

www.fticonsulting.com ©2017 FTI Consulting, Inc. All rights reserved.


